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1. Introduction
This guide is designed to assist Community Climate Asset Fund (CCAF) Grantees to
meet CCAF branding and promotional requirements. Grantees should ensure that
they read this guide before undertaking any branding or promotional activity related
to their CCAF assets or grant award.
CCAF Grantees must correctly acknowledge CCAF funding:
a. on their CCAF funded asset(s), or at their premises if the former is not possible
b. through other promotional channels where appropriate such as press releases,
websites, social media, videos and via other promotional material
To assist CCAF Grantees in meeting the branding and promotional requirements we have
produced CCAF branded templates and logo strips, a press release template and concise
guidance for websites, social media, videos and other materials.
Grantees must retain copies of all materials produced in case of any queries.
To assist CCAF Grantees in meeting the branding and promotional requirements we
have produced CCAF branded templates and logo strips, a press release template and
concise guidance for websites, social media, videos and other materials.
Grantees must retain copies of all materials produced in case of any queries.
Communications during the Scottish election period
You should already be familiar with section 2.3 of your CCAF offer letter which states:
‘No part of the Grant shall be used to fund any activity or material which is party
political in intention, use, or presentation or appears to be designed to affect support for
a political party.’
Thursday 25 March marked the start of a formal election period in Scotland when special
arrangements apply to the handling of Government business. The ‘election period’
means the period of six weeks prior to polling day on 6 May. During this time, the
Scottish Government must ensure that public resources are not used for party political
purposes.
In order to help ensure political impartiality:
• Please do not include a quote from, or reference, any Scottish Minister or MSP in any
news release, media engagement or communications activity that relates to CCAF
projects.
• Reference can be made to the Scottish Government’s CCAF as appropriate – but any
media articles or communications issued should focus on the way in which CCAF
funded assets are being used or the impact they are having on a community, rather
than suggest that they have been newly funded or announced.
This document has been updated in section 3a (press releases) to reflect the above with
further updates made to section 3b (websites) and 3c (social media).
Templates linked to from this document have also been updated. This includes the
CCAF press release template (see section 3a) and the CCAF asset template (see section
2a).
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2. Branding of assets
CCAF Grantees must acknowledge receipt of CCAF funding on their CCAF funded
asset(s), or at their premises. This must include correct use of the Scottish Government
and Keep Scotland Beautiful logos, and text to identify the CCAF funded asset(s).
To assist CCAF Grantees meet the above requirements, CCAF templates and logo strips are
available.
a. CCAF template
The template contains pre-set logos and text, plus additional templated text to help describe
the CCAF funded asset(s). The template is designed in Word to be easy to complete, print and
display. It is available in a variety of pre-set sizes.
Grantees must display this template (or a correctly branded equivalent) on larger assets. If this
is not possible Grantees must use the logo strips outlined in section 2b. For some cases it will
be unsuitable to display the template or logo strip due to the number of assets, their size, or
position. In these cases, Grantees should prominently display a completed template (or a
correctly branded equivalent) at their premises.

CCAF asset template example
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b. CCAF logo strip.
The logo strip is for CCAF assets, such as electric vehicles, where the CCAF template is not
suitable.
The logo strip is available for download (see section 5) in various sizes, and formats suitable
for both online and print. High resolution versions are available for artworking.
CCAF Grantees must ensure that they use the logo strip correctly (see section 4).

CCAF logo strip example
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3. Other promotion
CCAF Grantees must acknowledge CCAF funding through other promotional channels
and materials where appropriate.
a. Press releases
CCAF Grantees must acknowledge CCAF funding in press releases that feature their CCAF
funded asset(s).
We have produced a CCAF press release template for CCAF Grantees to download (see
section 5) that contains all the relevant text and notes to editors.
We understand that some CCAF Grantees may wish to write their own press releases regarding
their CCAF asset(s). Grantees must be politically impartial (see page 3) and should focus on
how their CCAF funded asset(s) are being used/the impact they are having on a community
rather than suggest they have been newly funded or announced. It should be made clear that
the assets were funded by the Scottish Government’s Community Climate Asset Fund in
January 2021.
Grantees may find the template text below useful:
<<insert your organisation name>> from <<insert area >> are tackling climate change and
contributing to a green recovery thanks to <outline asset(s)> which <<is/are>> helping the
<insert name of community> to reduce local carbon emissions through <<insert how>>.
The <<insert asset/s>> <<was/were>> funded through the Scottish Government’s
Community Climate Asset Fund (CCAF) earlier this year with <<insert organisation name >>
awarded a CCAF grant totalling <<insert amount>>in January 2021.
Grantees should also include the below text, either in the main body of the press release, or in
the ‘Notes to editors’ section:
The CCAF is Scottish Government fund, administered by Keep Scotland Beautiful, and it was
announced on 8 January 2021 that 279 community-based organisations from across
Scotland had been awarded more than £3.2 million of funding to tackle climate change.
Further details from www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ccaf

b. Websites
CCAF Grantees must acknowledge CCAF funding through their website.
Grantees must be politically impartial (see page 3) and should focus on how their CCAF funded
asset(s) are being used or the impact they are having on a community, rather than suggest they
have been newly funded or announced. Grantees may find the template text below useful:
<<insert your organisation name>> are tackling climate change and contributing to a green
recovery thanks to <<outline asset(s)>> which <<is/are>> helping the <insert name of
community> to reduce local carbon emissions through <<insert how>>.
The <<insert asset/s>> <<was/were>> funded through the Scottish Government’s Community
Climate Asset Fund (CCAF) earlier this year with <<insert organisation name >> awarded a
CCAF grant totalling <<insert amount>>in January 2021.
The CCAF is Scottish Government fund, administered by Keep Scotland Beautiful, and it was
announced on 8 January 2021 that 279 community-based organisations from across Scotland
had been awarded more than £3.2 million of funding to tackle climate change.
Further details from www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ccaf
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org
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CCAF Grantees should also display the CCAF logo strip on their website (where possible) on
webpages that feature their CCAF funded asset(s) or grant award. The logos making up the
logo strip should be given equal prominence to other logos on the page.
CCAF Grantees must email climateaction@keepscotlandbeautiful.org if the website that will
feature their CCAF funding has changed from that previously outlined in section 2.4 of the
CCAF application form.

c. Social media
CCAF Grantees must acknowledge CCAF funding in social media that features their CCAF
funded asset(s) or grant award.
Grantees must be politically impartial (see page 3) and should focus social media on how their
CCAF funded asset(s) are being used or the impact they are having on a community, rather
than suggest they have been newly funded or announced.
CCAF Grantees should use the CCAF hashtag below and tag the social media accounts
outlined below where possible.
Hashtag: #CCAFScot
Twitter: @KSBScotland @ScotGovClimate @GreenerScotland
Facebook: @KSBScotland @GreenerScotland
CCAF Grantees must email climateaction@keepscotlandbeautiful.org if the social media
account that will feature their CCAF funding has changed from that previously outlined in
section 2.4 of the CCAF application form.
CCAF Grantees may find it useful to join the Scottish Climate Change Community Facebook
Group. The group is administered by Keep Scotland Beautiful and is for everyone interested in
building low carbon communities in Scotland to learn, share and be inspired. Request to join
the group at https://tinyurl.com/rajdn6s

d. Videos
CCAF Grantees should acknowledge receipt of CCAF funding in video content that features
their CCAF funded asset(s) or grant award.
CCAF Grantees should display the CCAF logo strip in the video where possible. The logos
should be given equal prominence to other logos featured.

e. Other promotional materials
CCAF Grantees should acknowledge receipt of CCAF funding in other promotional materials
they produce that features their CCAF funded asset(s) or grant award.
CCAF Grantees should display the CCAF logo strip where possible. The logos should be given
equal prominence to other logos featured.
Other promotional items include, but are not limited to:




Posters, leaflets, booklets, flyers, certificates
Display boards, banners and pop-up stands
Mugs, bags and clothing
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4. Correct use of logos
CCAF Grantees should ensure that they use the CCAF logo strips correctly.
A non-exhaustive list of ‘do’s and don’ts’ is outlined below:


Use the correct size of logo strip for materials you are producing. (e.g. A4 logo
strip for A4 document). For logo use, outwith the standard sizes of logo strip
supplied, all logos and text should be clearly legible, and used at an appropriate
scale. Do not use any of the logos below the minimum size of logo strip supplied.



Use the correct format of logo strip – this will depend on whether your intended
use is online (use .jpg) or print (use .EPS).



Position the logo strip at the bottom of items produced, so that whenever
possible, the Scottish Government logo appears at the bottom-right side.



Ensure that there is sufficient clear space around the logo strip, and that no
other text or graphics appear within any part of the ‘exclusion zone’, which is
indicated below in the second example as a red line.

Our funders for this project included:
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Do not amend the format, aspect-ratio, or colour of the logo strips provided.
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5. Download of templates and
logos
CCAF Grantees can download CCAF templates and logo strips from the CCAF website.
Please see the ‘Branding and promotion’ section of the CCAF website here for download links
for all the CCAF templates and logos outlined in this document.

6. Final Report
CCAF Grantees must submit a CCAF Final Report (and details of their grant expenditure) to
Keep Scotland Beautiful by noon on 16th April 2021 at the latest. This is a contractual
requirement of the grant.
CCAF Grantees must have permission from all people whose information, quotes or media
(photographs, film and audio recordings), are included in their CCAF Final Report and
supporting documents, and for the information, quotes and media to be shared with Keep
Scotland Beautiful and used and shared as described in section 7 of the CCAF Final Report
document.

7. Further information and queries
We understand that some CCAF Grantees may have further questions regarding branding and
promotion.


Grantees should contact the Climate Change Team at Keep Scotland Beautiful by
email in the first instance via climateaction@keepscotlandbeautiful.org
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We support the ambitions of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals.

Keep Scotland Beautiful is your charity for
Scotland’s environment. We work with
you to help combat climate change,
reduce litter and waste, and protect and
enhance the places we care for.

T: 01786 471333

E: info@keepscotlandbeautiful.org

Facebook: /KSBScotland

Twitter: @KSBScotland
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